The evolutionary history of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is unfolding even as we study it, a consequence of the underlying genetic variation by mutation (1), recombination (2, 3) , and frequent insertions and deletions (4) . Studies of the evolutionary history of HIV enable us to extrapolate into the past and make estimates of the age of the epidemic, as well as make predictions of the potential for variation in the future that will affect vaccine development.
The HIV-1 main (M) group, although dominant in the global acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) epidemic, is but one cluster in a complex array of simian and human lentiviruses (5) . Other lentiviruses that can cause AIDS in humans include HIV-2, a distant cousin of HIV-1 that is common in West Africa and in India (6) and appears to have entered the human population through multiple zoonotic infections from simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV)-infected sooty mangabeys (5) , and HIV-1 group O (7), a very distinctive "outlier" form of HIV-1 that is genetically more distant from the HIV-1 M group than a virus obtained from a chimpanzee caught in the wild in Gabon (CPZGAB) (5, 8) . Nonetheless, it is the M group that has been preferentially amplified in the human population during the course of human events; whether this was due to chance or to biological differences in human lentiviruses remains unclear.
Differences can be found in greater than 25% of positions in envelope nucleotide sequences of diverse isolates within the M group. Genetic distance is represented in a phylogenetic tree as a branch length and is an estimate of how many mutational events actually occurred between two sequences. A simple tally of the number of changes between two sequences will underestimate the true genetic distance, because multiple mutational events may have occurred at any given site since divergence from a common ancestor. Phylogenetic methods use different ways to estimate the genetic distance between sequences and to organize a set of sequences into a hierarchy of ever more distantly related sequences (9) . There are clearly defined associations among HIV-1 M group viruses that become apparent through phylogenetic analysis. This has led to the development of an alphabetical subtype taxonomy (10, 11) (Fig. 1) , with designations A to J applied to the phylogenetically clustered lineages (or clades); subtypes G, I, and J are not yet fully characterized (3) . The subtypes themselves can have complex patterns of subclusters (12) , sometimes associated with the geographic origin of the virus. The relations of the subtypes within the M group of HIV-1 and their relative genetic distances are illustrated in a phylogenetic tree based on complete envelope sequences sampled from major global foci of the epidemic (Fig. 1) .
Since HIV-1 sequences first began to accrue, researchers have been interested in estimating the age of the epidemic and the rate of viral evolution (13, 14) and in calibrating a molecular clock for HIV-1. Such a clock, if it were more uniform (15) than existential (16) , would permit the use of contemporary sequences to examine hypotheses concerning the origins of HIV-1 in the human population. There are many potential problems with such back-projections, however (17). There clearly is a general trend toward greater evolutionary distances between viral sequences over time (Fig. 1) . However, estimates of HIV-1 divergence rates are highly dependent on the region of the genome under study (14) (even different alignments of the same sequences can yield quite different divergence rates) and depend on the evolutionary model used to calculate the genetic distances (9, 14) . A divergence rate can, in principle, be estimated by a linear regression analysis of genetic distances to an ancestral node, plotted as a function of the time of sampling. In practice, such plots provide rather dispersed clouds of points, with limited predictive power (18), even for an ideal molecular clock modeled as a Poisson process (17).
The calculation of divergence rates is further confounded by limitations inherent in phylogenetic reconstruction methods, which are ill-equipped to deal with evolutionary eccentricities that are well substantiated for HIV-1: namely, recombination and different evolutionary rates in different lineages. Phylogenetic analysis using recombinant fragments could yield branch lengths that do not reflect the evolutionary history of either parent strain. Recombination is probably contributing to HIV-1 evolution at every level, although it can be easily detected only when distinctive reference strains are available, such as two distinguishable strains infecting the same person (19), or two subtypes circulating in the same population (2, 3) . Because recombination is common in populations harboring two or more subtypes, it is reasonable to assume that recombination is also a factor in the generation of HIV-1 diversity in a population with a preponderance of a single subtype, despite the fact that it cannot be readily detected. There is also suggestive evidence that recombination events occurred before the formation of the subtypes (20, 21), and such events would obscure deeper ancestral associations.
Whereas recombination muddles the branching patterns of phylogenetic reconstructions, different rates of evolution in sublineages disrupt the relation between evolutionary distances and time. In different individuals, differences in rates of evolution may be influenced by differences in host-mediated selection pressures. Early in infection, a relatively narrow range of genetic variants is observed, which subsequently diversifies genetically, biologically, and antigenically (22, 23). The high mutation frequency of HIV-1 (1) coupled with a continuous high rate of virus production (24) yields an extensive reservoir of variants within a single host, providing a fertile ground for natural selection (25) , the critically important means by which variants that escape immunological detection (26) and drug-resistant strains (27) arise. The viral quasispecies can also expand into new cellular populations by acquiring mutations that facilitate adaptation (28) . During the persistent stage of infection, it is not unusual to find HIV-1 envelope sequences from a single individual that differ in more than 10% of their nucleotide positions. Distinctly slow rates of viral evolution have been noted in individuals who rapidly progress to disease. Individuals who progress normally or slowly tend to have a substantial increase in viral diversity with time, even during the first few years of their infection. In contrast, individuals who get AIDS within a few years of their initial infection generally have a more homogeneous viral population until their death (22). There is also evidence for different rates of evolution in different subtypes, at least in the third vari -C93MW  C93MW  C93MW  C91BU  C86ET  C91BU  C91BU  C92BR  C91BR  C91BU  C91BU  C91BU  C91BU  C91BU  C91BU  E90CF  E93TH  E93TH  E92TH   E93TH  E92TH  E92TH  E90TH  E90TH  E90TH  E93TH  E93TH  A85UG  A93KE  A92UG  A92UG  A92RW  F93BR  F93BR   D93ZR  D92UG  D92UG  D87TZ  D94UG  D84ZR  D83ZR  D84ZR  B87US  B86US  B95US  B95US  B95US  B92US  B95US  B92US  B91US  B86US  B95AU  B94US  B91US  B88US  B95US  B95US  B94US  B94US  B83FR  B95US  B88US  B93US  B92US  B95US  B84US  BMANC  B92US  B94US  B92US  B95US  B85US  B86US  B86US  B92US  B94US  B84US  B87US  B90US  B86US  B93TH  B92TH  B92HT  B92HT  B92HT  B92HT  B86US  B91HT  B91HT  B92BR  B85US  B91US  B88US  B85US  B84USMN  B91TH  B86US  B87US  B87US  B95US  B89US  B86US  B95US  B94US  B94US  B94US  B86US An HIV-1 envelope maximum likelihood tree. This tree was constructed with the 113 complete envelope sequences with a known year of sampling and country of origin, which were readily available in the HIV database (37) . Only sequences showing no overt evidence of interclade recombination were included, with the exception of the E subtype; all known E subtype sequences have E-A mosaic genomes, and this may account for the association of E and A subtypes seen in the tree (38) . There were 2022 positions remaining in the alignment after elimination of positions with insertions or deletions. The CPZGAB sequence, a chimpanzee sequence that is genetically the closest sequence to HIV-1 M group sequences, was used as the outgroup. The branch length between the M group node and the CPZ sequence is 0.604. The scale bar indicates the genetic distance of the branch lengths. Many of the included sequences came from a few recent studies (36, 39) , and basic alignment came from the HIV sequence database (37) . The sequences in the tree, as shown here, retain their subtype designation, year of sampling, and country of origin, as reflected by the two-letter country code (29, 40) (for example, C93MW indicates C subtype, sampled in 1993, in Malawi). The ends of the branches are colored to reflect the time of sampling. The tree was constructed with the programs fastDNAml (41) and DNArates (42, 43) , and bootstrap analysis was done with the neighbor joining package of Phylip (44) . Taxa isolated in the 1980s generally have shorter branch lengths from a shared ancestral node than do viruses isolated in the 1990s. All subtypes have bootstrap values of 100/100, indicated by the 100s written by their ancestral nodes. All very reliable branch points with high bootstrap values (found to recur in 80 to 100 of 100 boostrap replicates) are indicated by black marks on their nodes. There are some geographic associations within subtypes; for example, subtype C sequences from Malawi form a subcluster, as do some Haitian subtype B sequences. The MN sequence, a strain that has been used for vaccine studies and is discussed in the text, is indicated as B84USMN, the 14th taxa from the bottom of the tree.
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www.sciencemag.org ⅐ SCIENCE ⅐ VOL. 280 ⅐ 19 JUNE 1998 able domain (V3) of the envelope protein, the most heavily sequenced region of the viral genome (29) and an important functional and immunogenic region. In the D subtype, the V3 loop is mutating relatively rapidly, in the A and B subtypes it is mutating at a moderate pace, and in the C subtype it is changing slowly (29, 30) .
Given these complicating factors, attempts to discern when the virus was introduced into the human population can be treacherous. Nonetheless, estimating the age of a common ancestor of the AIDS pandemic is of great interest. In this regard, the sequence of a sample from the Democratic Republic of the Congo (formerly Zaire) obtained in 1959 (ZR.59) is informative (20). Phylogenetic analyses established the authenticity of the sample and placed the origin of the ZR.59 sequence very near the ancestral node of the B, D, and F clades of the M group, anchoring the node in time (21). It suggests that the divergence found in these clades arose after 1959; the extent of the diversification over the last 40 years is striking and provides a disturbing indication of what the future holds. The extensive within-subtype variation of at least the B and D clades has accumulated in a matter of decades; by extension, the virus may be able to rapidly acquire new levels of diversity by superimposing new variants onto the already diverse array of forms now well established throughout the world. Thus, vaccines we devise must have the potential to crossprotect against an extraordinary array of variants, and we should consider using vaccine strategies that would optimize the potential for cross-strain protection, both within and between clades (31).
The analyses of the 1959 Congo sequence also suggest that the precursor of the modern global epidemic and dispersion of the M group viruses in the human population occurred not long before 1959, probably within decades (20). This is only a rough estimate and does not date the nonhuman primate lentivirus precursor of HIV-1, an event or series of events that may have occurred hundreds or thousands of years earlier. A divergence rate can be calculated from Fig. 1 (18,  32) and used as an alternative strategy to estimate the timing of ancestral branch points. Given the caveats discussed above, such estimates are tentative; however, if one carries through the analysis to estimate the year the B and D clades diverged and the M group arose, the results are in accord with the conclusions of the study of the 1959 Congo sequence (20, 32) .
Better understanding of the time frame of the HIV-1 epidemic is only one reason for attempting to define the phylogenetic relations and the potential for variation within the HIV-1 genome. To guide vaccine strategies it is critically important to anticipate the evolution of the virus and to understand genetic patterns in contemporary variants, particularly the geographic association between clades (10, 11) (Fig. 1) . The B clade viruses of North America have genetic relations that approximate a star phylogeny, where the viral sequences radiate outward from an ancestral node in a phylogenetic tree; thus, no one virus is truly representative of the epidemic (Fig. 1) . However, there is a line of thinking that persists among some AIDS researchers that a sequence in the V3 domain of the HIV-1 vaccine-candidate strain MN, Ile-Gly-Pro-Gly-Arg-Ala-Phe [an antigenic domain that is a good neutralizing antibody target for laboratory-adapted strains, but a far less potent target in primary viruses (33) ], is the representative form of contemporary viruses circulating in North America (34) . Because the HIV-1 V3 domain sequences are diversifying, the proportion of viruses that closely match the MN V3 motif are inexorably diminishing (29, 35, 36) . The overall extent of viral variation, as illustrated for the full-length envelope sequences ( Fig.  1) , is likely to be problematic for any vaccine candidate. But unless effective counterstrategies can be devised, the amplification and diversification of the HIV-1 M group viruses in the human population during the last half-century is likely to be transcended by relentless amplification and diversification into the next; a sobering perspective provided by a look back into the future. the B, D, and F clades, could have been the result of ZR.59 being a mosaic genome; however, the branch length was extremely short between the ancestral node of these clades and the ZR.59 sequence, indicating that it was simply close to the ancestral sequence. There was no evidence that the ZR.59 sequence was a mosaic when it was analyzed carefully for that possibility with a sliding window approach. However, evidence for a preclade recombination event emerged from the study. The B and D subtypes are generally the most closely associated subtypes throughout the genome. But in the fragments of the genome where sample ZR.59 was sequenced, B and F subtype sequences were most closely associated. [Additional evidence for early recombination events is that the subtypes cluster with different patterns of association in phylogenetic trees on the basis of different regions of the genome (11) In a recent commentary on AIDS therapy, the phrase "Failure isn't what it used to be . . . but neither is success" was coined (1) . By now we should be used to issues concerning the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) being always more complex than expected. Understanding of HIV pathogenesis indicated that early pharmacological intervention would give the best chance at preserving the integrity of the immune system and possibly eradicating the virus. These concepts provided the impetus to treat a large proportion of HIV-infected individuals with a combination of antiretroviral drugs [highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART)], resulting in a dramatic reduction in AIDS-related morbidity and mortality (2) . However, viral eradication is not achievable with current strategies (3), and the shift in treatment paradigm to one of long-term viral suppression has led to the challenge of ensuring continuous treatment benefit and avoiding failure (4) .
Failure has generally been defined in virological terms-the inability to achieve complete suppression of viral replication. The factors leading to this type of failure are straightforward: poor adherence to HAART, prior exposure to antiretroviral drugs in mono-or bi-therapy, the sequential addition of drugs to a failing regimen, and counteractive interactions among the drugs used (5)-nothing new for those who witnessed the early days of antituberculosis chemotherapy in the 1950s and 1960s. However, treatment failure is not only viral resistance.
In fact, definition of failure or success of treatment is a far more complex phenomenon (Fig. 1) . In real life, there are individuals who experience an optimal response to treatment, as shown by effective viral suppression and ensuing immune recovery (6) (Fig. 1A) , but there are others with increasing CD4 cell counts in the presence of ongoing viral replication (7) (Fig. 1B) , or blunted immune recovery despite viral control (Fig. 1C) , and finally complete treatment failure (Fig. 1D) . Analysis of the Swiss HIV cohort study database of HIV-1-infected individuals on HAART indicates that an estimated 40% of the participants present the constellation described in Fig.  1A , 40% in Fig. 1B, 5% in Fig. 1C , and 15% in Fig. 1D . We need to understand better what each situation represents clinically and what each implies for the current models of HIV immunopathogenesis (8) . Finally, we have to learn more about the mechanisms by which current antiretroviral drugs exert their remarkable effect on HIV disease despite widespread drug resistance (7, 9) . In particular, the frequent observation of increasing CD4 cell counts in individuals maintaining high viremia levels needs to be explained, because it may yield clues regarding issues such as viral fitness, resetting in the steady state of CD4 cell turnover, and the possible action of protease inhibitors on nonviral targets participating in the mechanisms of CD4 T cell depletion.
Resistance is a widespread problem. Although treatment failure is a complex phenomenon, viral resistance indeed remains a major issue. It affects up to 30 to 50% of all individuals under HAART (7, 9) and also might be transmitted (10) . Once multidrug resistance is present, regaining control of viremia becomes difficult because no effective "salvage" strategy has been devised.
However, testing of HIV resistance is not straightforward because the best analysis strategies have not been defined and remain the topic of intense clinical investigation. Central to its complexity are the phenomenon of HIV quasi-species (the simultaneous presence in a patient of a swarm of viral variants), the extent of cross-resistance among antiviral drugs, the existence in each individual of archival HIV DNA
